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Multiple publisher information. Lets say both label and publisher

upload different information about publishing info about the same song

ISRC. Will song have multiple publishers assume so so in

scenario like this this could result in multiple publisher

situation. Actually updates can be difficult in this scenario since we

cant tell if the action is to update or to add. It could also be

explicit in the xml upload like in current video upload handling.

This question is quite convoluted but then guess that is because

Once we atari storing all the policy information on all side would

you want maintenance/edits of the policy database to be able to be

handled via CYC assume
Yes think that makes sense. What dont really like about CYC is

that the only entry point into managing the catalog data is from

videos. think well have to add more tools that operate more directly

on the catalog data as provided by the partner. More on that later...
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music puousner ciearing isjust mat way. vve wui most oetiniteiy

receive conflicting information about the same song from various

sources. think the best way to manage this is to add rather than to

update information as it comes in. Much of the data ends up serving

reporting needs so as long as you give people back the same garbage they

provided it is ok to have discrepancies.

Muitipie poncies br tne same song. assume tnat iaoei couia

set policy on song to be rev share and then publisher could

upload info about this song and set policy to block in which case

the policy for the song will just become block.

Unfortunately it only takes one block to screw up everyone elses rev

share but we should still keep the info we got from everyone in case we

can convince the one blocking partner to change their mnd.
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